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Arts and Crafts 
Component Form E: for skills and knowledge involved in the production of visual arts 
and crafts 
Attach additional Component Forms or sheets if required 

1. Title: ____________________________________________________________________________ 
 

2. Also known as (e.g. language name): _________________________________________________ 
 

3. Detailed Description: 
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4. Cultural protocols 
  (e.g. skills taught only to a certain gender; knowledge known only to Elders): 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

5. Provide details of how the visual arts and craft skill/s and knowledge are maintained and 
transmitted by the community and the conditions required to ensure their transmission into the 
future: 
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6. Cultural knowledge holders or practitioners (name and contact details): 

 

 

 

 

 

7. Provide details if the skills and knowledge, or their physical manifestation, is associated with 
other intangible attributes such as music, social practices, or festive events (e.g. manufacture of 
instruments used in songs or festivals; social practices associated with the use of weapons for hunting 
or tools for food preparation): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

8. Checklist 
If relevant attach: 

 Descriptions, sketches 
Map / plan showing location  
Photographs  

 Video recording 
Audio recording  

 Supporting Information 
 Copies of any technical reports that may assist the application 
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